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I. INTRODUCTION
For the last decade, Machine Learning methods widely used in Visual Recognition tasks than ever before. This includes the Convolutional Neural Networks or also known as ConvNets [11] , [16] . ConvNets are unique for Visual Recognition problems since they learn features from bottom to top independently from image pixels. In contrast, SVM [6] , Boosting [22] and Random Forests [4] methods rely on handcrafted features, such as SIFT [17] , HOG [7] , LBP [18] in order to achieve the desired results. Despite their ability to learn hierarchical features from raw pixels, ConvNets were not widely used due to their vulnerability to overfitting. After the emergence of SVM, ConvNets suddenly become unpopular. However, Krizhevsky's [15] breakthrough in ILSVRC 2012's object classification challenge by winning the competition with a large margin raised attraction for ConvNets again. This success is achieved not only by improving LeCun's ConvNet, but also with a large dataset ILSVRC-12 [21] (1.2M images) to train ConvNet and with GPUs for heavy computation. Moreover, ConvNets are also good at learning generic image representations [8] , [19] , [20] , [24] , [1] , [12] which makes them a primary candidate for most of the Visual Recognition problems that have a relatively small dataset. Some research [8] , [12] suggested that using activation units of ConvNet layers trained on a source task as a generic image representation for target tasks will produce better performance, compared to other highly tuned, hand-crafted feature descriptors [17] , [7] , [18] .
Works of Donahue et al. [8] , Girshick et al. [12] and other similar works [19] , [20] , [24] , [1] , [2] made a contribution to the field by showing that features extracted from certain layers of pre-trained ConvNet together with linear SVM classifier should be the primary candidates for visual classification tasks. The baseline these works followed was i) extracting certain ConvNet layers activation features as image description, and ii) training an SVM classifier on those ConvNet features. For instance, Azizpour et al. [1] extracted activation features from the 'fc6' layer of the ConvNet and then use them as image description to train a linear SVM for image classification.
(From now on, we us the notations 'fc6', 'fc7', and 'fc8' to denote the ConvNet's fully connected layers 6, 7, and 8, respectively.)
Previous works has shown how to transfer ConvNet learning, in our work we show how to optimize transferring the ConvNet learning. Based on the ConvNets ability of learning hierarchical features we are proposing the idea of multiple ConvNet layer features are being better than single ConvNet layer features for transfer learning. In this paper, we first offer insight into why multiple ConvNet layer features should give better representation (Section II-A), followed by an evidence on a real-world dataset (Section II-B). Second, we introduce a solution for selecting only useful features from among combined (concatenated) ConvNet layer features (section II-C). Combined multiple ConvNet features are obtained by extracting two or more layer features of the ConvNet for a single image then concatenating (combining) them into one, as discussed in detail in Section II. The experiments were performed using the standard Caltech-256 [13] , VOC07 [9] and SUN397 [23] image classification datasets.
The outline of this paper is as follows.
• Provide intuition and evidence for features of ConvNet layers difference in behavior.
• Show how AdaBoost.MH could be used to select only distinct features among combined ConvNet layer features.
• Compare and explain the performance of combined ConvNet layer features against single ConvNet layer features for the two cases when SVM and AdaBoost.MH being as a classifier.
II. MULTIPLE CONVNET LAYER FEATURES FOR TRANSFER

LEARNING
It has been shown that ConvNets are not only good for the task that they are trained on, but also for transfer learning. Previous works demonstrated this by employing generic ConvNet features for target tasks [8] , [12] , [19] , [20] , [24] , [1] , [2] . However, the researchers used only single ConvNet layer features. This raises the question, "Is it possible to achieve higher performance by employing combined multiple ConvNet layer activation features instead of single ConvNet layer features?" This paper is the first to attempt to answer this question. In sections II-A and II-B, we will give our motivation to use multiple ConvNet layer features followed by a real-world analysis, which provides some insight into why one has to consider using multiple ConvNet layer features. In section II-C we propose using AdaBoost.MH [10] for the problem of selecting only distinct features from among Combined ConvNet layer features.
A. Difference in ConvNet Layer Feature Description
By their very nature, ConvNets learn features in a hierarchical manner. This is done by building more and more complex features on top of previous ones as they go from the bottom to the top layers. When using ConvNet features as a generic image descriptor for target tasks, this hierarchical characteristic of ConvNet features will surely affect performance. As shown elsewhere [8] , [20] , [24] , [1] , [2] depending on which layer of the ConvNet features we use for transfer learning, the performance would be different on a target task. However, one of the important properties of ConvNets that we found when transfer learning was that features extracted from various ConvNet layers differ not only in performance ,but also in behavior, types of images those layer features are good at describing.
To illustrate the notion of difference of ConvNet layers in describing images, consider a simple example. Assume we have dataset D, with five test images in its test set (Dtest=cat, dog, horse, sheep, camel), which we want to classify. Suppose we train two classifiers for dataset D: i) classifier C6 on fc6 features(remember that fc6 stands for activations of the fully connected layer 6 of the ConvNet), ii) classifier C7 on fc7 features. Assume that C6 predicts cat, dog, horse test images correctly while C7 gives correct predictions for cat, horse, sheep test images. From the prediction results, we can conclude that fc6 features are good at describing an image of dogs whereas fc7 features are good at describing images of sheep. Now, if we were to combine these two fc6 and fc7 ConvNet features in some clever way, we would get the correct classification for the test images cat, dog, horse, and sheep. In this way, a combined multiple ConvNet layer features perform better (4 out of 5) than single ConvNet layer activation features (3 out of 5). An insight one can obtain from this example is that we have to take into account ConvNet layers' difference in describing images when we do transfer learning in order to fully exploit ConvNet learning. Once we know that next step is to combine those ConvNet layer features so that we can transfer learning of the ConvNet in a more complete fashion comparing to learning that would be transferred with single ConvNet layer features. This imaginary example was for the explanation purposes only, now, let us analyze difference of features extracted from ConvNet layers in describing images or difference in ConvNet layers behavior on real world datasets for transfer learning.
B. Analysis of ConvNet Layer Behavior on Caltech-256
Here we will show the evidence of how ConvNet layer features differ in behavior. From the above example, we could see that one ConvNet layer features are good at describing an image of dogs whereas the other is good for sheep images. We are using the word behavior to encode this difference in ConvNet layer features. Below we train a linear SVM classifier on three different layer features of a ConvNet (fc6, fc7 and fc8) and report their accuracy. Then, we compute a union of their accuracy by counting a number of examples that are correctly classified, by at least one of the classifiers which are trained on fc6, fc7 and fc8 features, and take that ratio over the full number of examples to report as the accuracy of a union (Table I ). An essential conclusion to draw from the results in Table I is the characteristic of ConvNet layer features being complementary. Concretely, predictions of classifiers that have been trained on different layer features of ConvNet are not the same. This implies when transfer learning, ConvNet layer features address the various aspects of the signal (image) therefore one has to consider multiple ConvNet layer features when transfer learning.
Employing multiple ConvNet layer features for transfer learning introduces a new problem: how to combine/use multiple ConvNet features in order to better transfer ConvNet's learning. Intuitive way to combine multiple ConvNet layer features would be to concatenate them and train a linear SVM on those concatenated features. However, as we show in Section III this could not boost SVM's accuracy. The reason is that when we combine activation features of multiple ConvNet layers, we need to do feature selection. In other words, when we combine multiple ConvNet layer features we would end up with a much larger dimension d (E.g. d=8192 for concatenation of fc6 and fc7), where most of the resulting 
C. AdaBoost.MH for Training with Feature Selection
So far we have introduced our notion of ConvNet layers difference in behavior in Section II-A and we showed a realworld analysis in Section II-B for the behavior of ConvNet layers. What we learned in sections II-A and II-B is that if we manage to combine multiple ConvNet layer features in some clever way, then we achieve higher performance than by using single ConvNet layer features for target image classification tasks. Here, we will discuss why simply concatenating ConvNet layer features with linear SVM by itself will not produce desired results, and how we use AdaBoost.MH [10] in order to select and use only helpful features from among the combined ConvNet layer features.
While the behavior of ConvNet layers differs (see sections II-A and II-B), that does not mean all of the 4096-dimensional features of fc6 encode distinct characteristics of the image with respect to the other 4096 dimensional features of fc7. Rather, small number of features from fc6 complementary to full fc7 features. This means that when we combine those two fc6 and fc7 ConvNet layers to get the final 8192-dimensional feature descriptor we will get a somewhat better image description compared to using single ConvNet layer features. But most of the features will be repetitive and not helpful towards describing signal (image). Since not all of the combined features are helpful for describing the image, we face the problem of selecting only those distinct, helpful features. In other words, we need to find some method that will select only the features from among 8192-dimensional features that are helpful for classification. To train a classifier by selecting only helpful features, we use AdaBoost with decision stumps being a weak learner to choose in each iteration. Decision stumps select the best feature to towards decreasing the loss with respect to the current weights that calculated by AdaBoost for every iteration. This way, AdaBoost will implicitly select only those distinct and helpful features from among the 8192-dimensional features. Hence, we use AdaBoost with single decision stumps weak learner to take advantage of multiple ConvNet layer features. Note, here that, for clarity we showed a situation when we combined fc6 and fc7 layer features, however with our pipeline we can combine any number of layer features.
III. EXPERIMENTS
In this section we will compare our experimental results of single layer ConvNet representation versus multiple ConvNet layer represenation. Comparisions are done for two cases: i) AdaBoost.MH is a classifier and therefore its weak learner Single Desicion Stump will do the Feature Selection and ii) linear SVM on concatenated features. To show the importance of Feature Selection, we compare the achieved improvements by using multiple ConvNet features with AdaBoost.MH which does implicit Feature Selection and SVM which learns on concatenated ConvNet features with no Feature Selection. Where appropriate we also include results from two of the related works [24] , [1] .
A. Datasets
Caltech-256 [13] , SUN397 [23] and VOC07 [9] are the standard classification datasets used in this research.
1) Caltech-256: Caltech-256 [13] contains around 30K images with 257 categories, including a cluttered category. Each category contains at least 100 images. Following the lead of Griffin et al. [13] , we split the dataset by taking 60 images from each class for training set, and the rest for the test set.
2) SUN397: SUN397 [23] is one of the more challenging datasets for scene classification. It contains 108K images in 397 classes with at least 100 images in each category. We took 50 images for both training and test subsets from each category, as was done by Xiao et al. [23] .
3) VOC07: VOC07 VOC07 [9] contains 5011 images in its training and validation set together, and 4952 images in the test set. We used training and validation sets for our training example, as was done elsewhere [20] , [1] . Table II shows the results of using ConvNet representation with Adaboost.MH for Visual Classification for three datasets. For each dataset using multiple ConvNet layer features produces the superior results compared to single ConvNet layer features. Our dataset are ordered in accordance to distance between the source task and the target task [1] . We observed that as we go further from source task, efficiency of using multiple ConvNet layer features increses. For example, the closest dataset to ImageNet in our experiment, Caltech-256, achieves 0.3 % imporovement whereas further dataset SUN397 achieves 2% improvement.
B. Results
To demonstrate the importance of Feature Selection in AdaBoost.MH to achieve improvement by using multiple CovnNet features, in table III we report the results of linear SVM classifier for the same settings as in table II. As explained in Section II, when we concatenate ConvNet layer features we need to do some form of feature selection. Since SVM does not do any feature selection, using multiple ConvNet layer features does not result in much improvement. The results confirm, our explanation about to find a some clever way of combining ConvNet layer features in Section II. It is important to note here, that in practice SVM gives better performace than AdaBoost.MH and we are not proposing AdaBoost.MH over SVM. Our intention here is to demonstrate multiple ConvNet layer features are better than single ConvNet layer features. However to achieve this better performance we need to select only complementary features from each layer. Hence we used AdaBoost.MH to select those helpful features implicitly.
C. Implementation Details
We used the Caffe [14] open source to extract ConvNet features using the pre-trained ConvNet model AlexNet [15] . Features were extracted from three fully connected layers (fc6, fc7, and fc8) and L2 normalized. Features are obtained by averaging ConvNet-layer activations of 12 jittered samples of the original image. To demonstrate the benefit of using multiple ConvNet-layer features we used linear SVM and MultiBoost (Adaboost.MH) [3] to train our classifiers. In order to accelerate Adaboost.MH's learning, Bandits [5] was used.
IV. RELATED WORKS
Zeiler and Fergus [24] with their visualization technique analyzed and improved ConvNet architecture of Krizhevskiy [15] and won the ILSVRC 2013. They also demonstrated how their ConvNet, trained on ImageNet, generalizes well to the Caltech-256 dataset. They trained linear SVM on ConvNet layer features and showed that activation features extracted from the later layers of ConvNet produced robust performance when used as a descriptor for the target task. By following the same pipeline, other research [8] , [19] , [20] , [1] employed the ConvNet layer activation features with linear SVM. Razavian et al. [20] conducted experiments on a series of visual recognition tasks. The experiments consistently produced superior results, compared to state-of-the-art, highly tuned methods that use conditional handcrafted features like SIFT [17] , HOG [7] , and LBP [18] . They demonstrated that simple augmentation techniques, such as jittering, boost performance significantly. In our work, we use the same jittering technique as Razavian et al. [20] and Azizpour et al. [1] .
In a work similar to Razavian et al. [20] Azizpour et al. [1] studied the factors that will affect transferability of ConvNet features. Among many others, one of the factors that will affect transferability of ConvNet features is the source task (the dataset the ConvNet is trained on). Four types of source tasks were used: ImageNet, Places [25] , Hybrid [25] and Concat. ImageNet refers to the AlexNet ConvNet, which was trained on ImageNet; Places refers to a ConvNet that trained on Places dataset (2.5M images); Hybrid is a model proposed by Zhou et al. [25] and combines Places and ImageNet datasets as the source task; In all these three cases Azizpour et al. uses activation features extracted from fc6 of the ConvNet. Finally, higher performance was achieved for image classification tasks in the Concat case [1] , which was a concatenation of ImageNet and Places activation features.
The concatenation of ConvNet features has to be described in more detail in order to differentiate it from our work. With SUN dataset, the authors [1] achieved 56.2 percent accuracy by using (the combined) ConvNet features of ImageNet and Places, compared to 49.6 percent and 55.7 percent achieved using them individually. It is important to note that other authors [1] used concatenation of the activation features of two different source tasks. What we propose here is based on the notion of ConvNets learning features hierarchically and when transfer learning their layers' behavior differs (Section 2); therefore, we use multiple-layer features of the ConvNet trained on the same dataset. For instance, we take the activation features of layer fc6 and fc7 from the same ConvNet and use them for image classification. Unlike other research [1] where concatenated features of fc6 came from two different source tasks (Places and ImageNet), we propose using the different layer features of the same ConvNet, which was trained on the same dataset. This gives better performance than using ConvNets single-layer features individually.
V. CONCLUSION
In recent years, transfer learning has shown better performance with ConvNet features on target datasets. Optimizations were achieved by choosing certain layer features, depending on the nature of the target task. This paper presents the idea of ConvNet layer features are being complementary in transfer learning. We demonstrate this idea via AdaBoost.MH with Single Decision Stumps being a weak learner to implicitly select those complementary features from among concatenated CovnNet layer features. When we use combined ConvNet layer features with AdaBoost.MH, we always achieved superior results, compared to single ConvNet layer features with AdaBoost.MH.
We conclude by noting that ConvNet layer features are indeed complementary, therefore combining them in some clever way gives better results compared to individual ConvNet layer features. Our results are achieved by combining those features with single stump learner in AdaBoost.MH which will implicitly select combined distinct ConvNet features.
As future work, one could consider a more elaborate method of selecting combined distinct ConvNet layer features to achieve better performance for transfer learning. Another dimension might be to train AdaBoost.MH, with SVM being a weak learner, where each weak learner is trained on different ConvNet layer features .
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